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Random Sampling Association Rules from a Transaction Dataset

Description

Random sampling association rules according to a proposed probability distribution based on a
function of support and confidence of the rules.

Usage

RSarules(data, M, ig, rhs, lhs_offset = NULL)

Arguments

data a transaction dataset of any data structure which can be coerced into matrix
(e.g., a binary matrix or data.frame). Each column contains an item and each
row contains a transaction.

M the number of association rules sampled from the transaction dataset.

ig the value for the tuning parameter. See reference for more details.

rhs the column number of an item to be the consequent of the sampled association
rules.

lhs_offset a vector of column numbers corresponding to a set of items that would be ex-
cluded in the antecedent of the sampled association rules. By default, all items
excluding the consequent item could appear in the antecedent of the sampled
association rules.

Value

A list contains the following components:

sampled_items items appeared in the sampled rules and their frequencies. e.g. I 3 with fre-
quency 0.1 means 10% sampled rules contain I 3 in their antecedents. They are
ordered according to their frequencies.

sampled_rules a transaction object contains M sampled rules.

measures various measures for the sampled rules including support, confidence and im-
portance in the transaction dataset and frequencies in the random sample.
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Examples

### simulation study: example 1

```r
## generate data using R package 'MultiOrd'

set.seed(200)
library(MultiOrd)
library(arules)

l <- 5
n <- 100
mp <- rep(0.5, l-1)
bcor <- diag(x=1, nrow = l-1, ncol = l-1 )
bcor[1, l-1] <- 0.8
bcor[l-1, 1] <- 0.8
bcor[2, l-1] <- 0
bcor[l-1, 2] <- 0
bcor[3, l-1] <- 0.2
bcor[l-1, 3] <- 0.2
validation.CorrMat(mp, bcor)

dd <- generate.binary(n, mp, bcor)
data <- cbind(dd, 1-dd[, l-1])
colnames(data) <- c( paste("i", 1:(l-2), sep = ""), "r1", "r2")

## Response being the last second item

rhs <- dim(data)[2]-1 # the last second item to be in the rhs
lhs_offset <- c( dim(data)[2] ) # column numbers that are not contained in the lhs
M <- 10 # number of arules need to be sampled. M = 1000 in the reference paper.
ig <- 10 # the value for the tuning parameter 3, 6, 10
result <- rsarules(data = data, rhs = rhs, M = M , ig = ig, lhs_offset = lhs_offset )
result
inspect(result$sampled_rules)

## Response being the last second item

rhs2 <- dim(data)[2] # the last second item to be in the rhs
lhs_offset2 <- c( dim(data)[2]-1 ) # column numbers that are not contained in the lhs
M <- 10 # number of arules need to be sampled. M = 1000 in the reference paper.
ig <- 10 # the value for the tuning parameter 3, 6, 10
result2 <- rsarules(data = data, rhs = rhs2, M = M, ig = ig, lhs_offset = lhs_offset2 )
result2
inspect(result2$sampled_rules)
```
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